Business Friendly and competitive
The Nice Côte d’Azur Apprentice Training Centre

Previously managed by Carros town council, the Apprentice Training
Centre of Carros now called ‘CFA Metropole Nice Côte d'Azur’,
University of Trades joined the Metropolis Nice Côte d'Azur on 1
January 2017.
Apprenticeship is a sector of excellence which meets the real needs of
the region and delivers qualifications and an effective entry in the
world of work, as close as possible to economic realities.

Training courses delivered
Food training centre since 2003, CFA is the leading training
centre in the Mediterranean basin for all supermarket chains
Trades: Pastry Chef, baker, fishmonger, butcher, deli specialist
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Health and care service centre Opened in 2009, the branch
dedicated to Beauty and Wellbeing trades is based in Nice
Arénas.
Trades: Beautician, hairdresser, dental prosthetist, technical
assistant in family and collective environment
Higher education sandwich course (Beauty and Dental
Prosthesis vocational training) since 2013

850 partner trade companies
CFA's partners

Transport and environment centre
Trades: Customer services assistant and driver, prevention
and mediation officer

Metropolitan Area
Nice Côte d’Azur

Art and design centre
Trades: Cabinet-maker
CFA has expanded internationally since 2015: Partnerships with
the Brazil, Quebec, Italy and Germany
As the leading training centre in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
region, the CFA participates fully in reaching the regional target
of 50,000 apprentices by the end of the current regional council’s
mandate. Its role is to adapt to changes in the urban area’s
economic changes and meet the training needs of companies for
future staff, whether they are employees or company managers
over the long-term
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Objectives:
 Update the training programmes in line with the needs of local companies
 Ensure the long-term sustainability of CFA Carros, as the leading training centre for apprentices (in
terms of numbers and quality) in the department
PROJECT OPERATIONAL
 Enable graduates to join the labour market quickly

